
Featherweight®
Linen and Supply Carts
Innovation Designed Around You

A Safer Way to Move

Customizable Options

The primary focus in every Featherweight® Linen and Supply Cart from PHS 
West, Inc. is maximizing available storage space and organization while 
providing a secure and user friendly barrier for the clean linen. Enclosed, 
semi-enclosed, and open linen and supply carts are all perfect solutions to 
your transportation needs.

Benefits

Increase staff efficiency with the ability to transport larger loads in fewer trips 
and reduce potential staff injuries. Transporting your linen and supply carts 
long distances? Is the weight of the carts a concern for staff safety? Our linen 
and supply carts can be combined with an Ergo-Express® power drive system.

Featherweight® Linen and Supply Carts

Our Featherweight® line of linen and supply carts is lightweight, durable, and 
provides a wide variety of design options allowing us to meet your individual 
needs. This includes spatial limitations, shelving configurations, closure 
methods, and budget.
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“PHS West, Inc. clients choose us because of our focus 
on designing custom pieces that match their specific 
needs. Along with an ever-expanding product line, 
we enhance our products with world class customer 
service and technical support.”

-Abie Rosckes, Marketing Manager

Increase your efficiency and employee morale by allowing just 
one staff member to complete the job safely.
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Featherweight® 
Linen and Supply Cart
Features

• Non-marking, full perimeter rubber bumper
• Non-marking, precision ball bearing caster   
 wheels

 - Full swivel
 - Fixed
 - Directional lock
 - Total lock

• All caster wheels are low maintenance and easy  
 rolling
• Plastic storage totes with optional dividers; easy  
 in and out sliders ensure they never bind
• Shelving options

 - Slide out
 - Solid
 - Wire
 - Fixed

• Optional vinyl covers and solid doors
• Custom cart designs available in fully enclosed,  
 semi-enclosed, and open
• Two point positive-latching door mechanism   
 with easy grip-and-turn latch ensures doors   
 remain closed during transport

• Finger activated door latch ensures doors stay   
 open in cart washers
• Optional Ergo-Express® Power Drive Options

 - Motorized Platform Cart
 - Motorized Tug | connecting hitches to pull a train of   

 carts.

Featherweight® Linen and Supply Carts are perfect for handling whatever size load you require. Anodized 
aluminum alloy creates a lightweight unit | easy to push, yet strong! 

Featherweight® Linen and Supply 
Cart Options

Open Cart
Featherweight® Open Linen and Supply Carts 
maximize the space available for storage and 
organization of your supplies.

Semi-Enclosed Cart
The semi-enclosed option offers three sides 
with a vinyl front flap.

Fully Enclosed Cart
A fully enclosed cart mirrors the semi-enclosed 
option with latching doors, instead of vinyl.

*Other cart color options are available upon 
request.
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